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Abstract In this paper, the J/ψ nuclear absorption effect is studied at RHIC and LHC energies with the

EKS98 shadowing parameterizations. By assuming that the J/ψ absorption cross section, σabs, increases with

the charmonium-nucleon (J/ψ-N) center of mass energy,
√

sJ/ψN, it is found that σabs should depend on xF

(or y) at a certain center of mass energy per nucleon pair,
√

s , especially at LHC energies. The theoretical

results with the xF (or y)-dependence of the absorption effect are in good agreement with the experiment data

from PHENIX in d-Au collisions and the predicted results will be examined by the forthcoming experimental

data from LHC in d-Pb collisions. Finally, we also present baseline calculations of cold nuclear matter effects

on J/ψ production in nucleus-nucleus (A-A) collisions and find that the xF (or y)-dependence of absorption

effect is very small at both RHIC and LHC energies in A-A collisions.
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1 Introduction

The charmonium state production, which is al-

ways used as a tool to probe the medium produced in

nucleus-nucleus collisions, is an on-going major sub-

ject on both the experimental and theoretical sides.

Recently, the results from the PHENIX experiment

show a significant suppression of the J/ψ yield in Au-

Au collisions at
√

s = 200 GeV [1]. The experiment

indicates that J/ψ production should be sensitive to

QGP formation, due to the competing effects such as

color Debye screening suppression or the so-called re-

combination mechanism [2]. However, the interpreta-

tion relies on a good understanding and a proper sub-

traction of the Cold Nuclear Matter (CNM) effects.

The CNM effects include nuclear shadowing, initial-

state energy loss and multiple scattering, and final-

state cc̄ absorption (or dissociation), etc. In Ref. [3],

the theoretical results show that the initial-state en-

ergy loss can be neglected at the Relativistic Heavy

Ion Collider (RHIC) energies and only the shadowing

and nuclear absorption effects are important, which

make the J/ψ production in deuteron-gold (d-Au)

collisions at the RHIC an ideal tool to study these

two effects, especially the absorption effect.

Shadowing, which is a depletion of parton density

in a nucleus at small momentum fraction, x, com-

pared with that in a free nucleon, has been probed

through deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments

of leptons and neutrinos from nuclei. Recently, there

have been two trials to obtain shadowing parameteri-

zations from the existing world experimental data.

The HKM (Hirai, Kumano and Miyama) [4] nuclear

shadowing parameterizations are obtained by an χ2

global analysis of experimental data without inclu-

ding the proton-nucleus Drell-Yan data, which are

subject to corrections for energy loss. Thus, the HKM

parameterizations are an ideal tool to study the ener-

gy loss effect[3, 5, 6]. Unfortunately, the HKM is

a parametrization which shows a very modest gluon

shadowing, and already saturates around x = 0.01

[7]. In contrast, the EKS (Eskola, Kolhinen and Sal-

gado) [8] parameterizations show larger shadowing

and a stronger slope around 0.01. In this paper, we
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use the EKS98 shadowing together with MRST (Mar-

tin, Roberts, Stirling, and Thorne) [9] parton distri-

bution functions in a proton. The inhomogeneous

shadowing effect [3, 6, 10], which means that sha-

dowing should depend on the spatial position of the

interacting parton within the nucleus, is also consi-

dered when we analyze the results as a function of

the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions.

The nuclear absorption effect, which occurs in the

final state of J/ψ production, is another important

CNM effect. Recently, it was believed that the nu-

clear absorption cross-section, σabs, should increase

with the charmonium-nucleon center of mass energy,√
sJ/ψN. In previous work [11–13],

√
sJ/ψN is simply

taken as a constant at a certain center of mass energy

per nucleon pair,
√

s, so the absorption cross-section,

σabs, should only depend on
√

s. By calculation, it

is found that the
√

sJ/ψN has a rather wide cover-

age at certain
√

s and depends strongly on xF (or

rapidity y), especially at the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) energies. Thus, the absorption cross-section,

σabs, should also have a strong dependence on (xF (or

y)-dependence) at certain
√

s. Since the J/ψ produc-

tion is more realistically considered as a combination

of octet and singlet states in the non-relativistic quan-

tum QCD (NRQCD) model [14], we use the NRQCD

model in this paper.

2 Method

In the NRQCD model, the total J/ψ includes ra-

diative decays of the χcJ states and hadronic decays of

the ψ′. If the inhomogeneous shadowing effect is con-

sidered, the rapidity distributions of J/ψ’s produced

in d-A collisions at the impact parameter ~b should be

[3, 15]

dσJ/ψ,tot
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

=
dσJ/ψ,dir

dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

+

2
∑

J=0

B(χcJ → J/ψX)
dσχcJdA

dyd2~bd2~bB

+
dσψ

′

dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

. (1)

The rapidity distribution of charmonium state, C, in

NRQCD is

dσC
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

=
∑

i,j

∫1

0

dx1dx2δ

[

y− 1

2
ln

(

x1

x2

)]

×

∫
dzAdzBF d

i (x1,µ
2,~bB,zB)FA

j (x2,µ
2,~b+~bB,zA)×

σ̂(ij →C), (2)

where the C production cross section, σ̂(ij → C), is

given in Ref. [14], µ = 2mc and the momentum frac-

tions x1,2 = µ/
√

s ·exp(±y).

In Eq. (2), the nuclear parton densities for gold

(lead), F A
j (x,µ2, ~bA, zA), are the product of the nu-

cleon density in the nucleus, ρA(r′), and a shadowing

ratio, Sj
P,ρ(A,x,µ2,~bA), where ~bA(=~b+~bB) and zA are

the transverse and longitudinal locations of the par-

ton in position space. The shadowing effect of the

deuteron is ignored. Thus,

F d
i (x,µ2,~bB,zB) = ρd(r)f

N
i (x,µ2), (3)

FA
j (x,µ2,~bA,zA) = ρA(r′)Sj

P,ρ(A,x,µ2,~bA)fN
j (x,µ2),

(4)

where r =

√

~b2
B +z2

B and r′ =

√

~b2
A +z2

A. The deuteron

density distribution is given by the Húlthen form [16],

and the nucleon densities of gold (lead) are parame-

terized by a Fermi distribution [17]. The ratio for the

spatial dependence of shadowing is [3,18]

Sj
P,ρ(A,x,µ2,~bA) = 1+Nρ(S

j
P (A,x,µ2)−1)

∫
dzρA(~bA,z)
∫
dzρA(0,z)

,

(5)

where Nρ is chosen so that∫
d2~bAdzAρA(r′)Sj

P,ρ(A,x,µ2,~bA) = Sj
P (A,x,µ2).

Because the cc̄ pair may interact with nucleons

and be dissociated or absorbed before it can escape

the target, the production cross section in Eq. (1)

should be weighted by the survival probability, Sabs,

and

Sabs(~bA,zA) = exp

{

−
∫
∞

zA

dz′

AρA(~bA,z′

A)σabs(z
′

A−zA)

}

,

(6)

where zA is the longitudinal production point of the

cc̄ pair and z′

A is the point at which the state is ab-

sorbed. In NRQCD, J/ψ production is more realisti-

cally considered as a combination of octet and singlet

states. For the octet absorption cross section, σ◦

abs,

established at the production of the state, it is in-

dependent of the position zA(z′

A). If the cc̄ pair is

produced as a color singlet, it is initially small with a

spatial extent on the order of its production time, τ .

The growth of the absorption cross section is accord-

ingly given by [15]

σs
abs(z

′

A−zA) =











σs
ψiN

(

τ

τψiN

)k

if τ < τψ

σs
ψiN

otherwise,

(7)

where the proper time τ is related to the path length

traversed by the cc̄ pair through nuclear matter,
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τ = (z′

A−zA)/γv [15]. The γ factor introduces xF and

energy dependences in the growth of the cross section.

In this paper, the value of σs
J/ψN is simply taken as

σs
J/ψN = σ◦

J/ψN = σabs, and the asymptotic absorption

cross section scale is assumed in proportion to the

squares of the charmonium raddi, σs
ψ′N = 3.7σs

J/ψN

and σs
χcJN = 2.4σs

J/ψN [15].

In this paper, since the cc̄ pair can be more eas-

ily absorbed with the increasing charmonium-nucleon

center of mass energy (c. m. energy), we assume that

the cc̄ pair absorption section, σabs, should increase

with the charmonium-nucleon c. m. energy
√

sJ/ψN =
√

m2
cc̄ +m2

N+2EmN ≈
√

2Pcc̄, (8)

where E(=
√

m2
cc̄ +P 2

cc̄) is the energy of the charmo-

nium in the rest frame of the nucleus. The momentum

of the cc̄ pair in the rest frame of the nucleus is [19]

Pcc̄ =
s

4m

(

xF +

√

x2
F +

4m2
cc̄

s

)

, (9)

where xF = µ/
√

s · (exp(y) − exp(−y)), mcc̄ is the

charmonium mass and m is the nucleon mass. In

Refs. [11–13], the
√

sJ/ψN is simply taken as
√

s0J/ψN,

which is the
√

sJ/ψN at zero xF (or y), and
√

s0J/ψN =
√

mcc̄

√
s [13]. Therefore, the absorption cross section

will only increase with
√

s as

σ0abs(
√

s) = σ0abs(
√

s0)

( √
s√
s0

)δ

, (10)

where
√

s0 is taken as 200 GeV (the BNL RHIC en-

ergies). However, by Eqs. (8) and (9), it is found

that the
√

sJ/ψN at LHC energies has a rather wide

coverage,
√

sJ/ψN ≈ 10−1000 GeV, so it can not be

taken as a constant again. In our work, the value of
√

sJ/ψN is considered as a variable at certain
√

s and

the effective absorption cross section is given by

σabs(
√

sJ/ψN) = σ0abs(
√

s)

( √
sJ/ψN

√
s0J/ψN

)δ

, (11)

which should be a function of xF(or y) (xF (or y)-

dependence).

If the nuclear absorption effect is considered, the

total J/ψ rapidity distributions produced in d-A col-

lisions at the impact parameter ~b should be rewritten

as [18]

dσJ/ψ,tot
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

=

[

dσJ/ψ,dir,o
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

+

2
∑

J=0

B(χcJ → J/ψX)
dσχcJ ,o

dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

+
dσψ

′ ,o
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

]

So
abs(

~bA,zA)+

[

dσJ/ψ,dir,s
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

Sdir,s
abs (~bA,zA)+

2
∑

J=0

B(χcJ → J/ψX)
dσχcJ ,s

dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

SχcJ,s
abs (~bA,zA)+

dσψ
′,s

dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

Sψ
′,s

abs (~bA,zA)

]

.

(12)

Fig. 1. Left-hand side: The energy dependence of σ0abs versus
√

s with Eq. (10). Right-hand side: The ratio

of σi
abs/σi

0abs versus xF with Eq. (11) at different collision energies: RHIC (solid), SPS (dashed) and LHC

(dotted).
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3 Results and discussion

In Fig. 1, the left plot shows the collision en-

ergy dependence of σ0abs versus
√

s by Eq. (10) with

δ = 0.125 [13]. By a χ2 analysis [4, 5] of the experi-

mental data given by PHENIX [20], with χ2/(degree

of freedom)=0.15, it is found that the value of

the charmonium-nucleon absorption cross section at

RHIC energies σRHIC
0abs = 7.5 mb. Correspondingly, the

absorption cross section, σ0abs, at the Super Proton

Synchrotron (SPS) and LHC energies will be 5.5 mb

and 11.5 mb, respectively. The right plot is the ratio

of σi
abs/σi

0abs versus xF with Eq. (11) at different col-

lision energies: RHIC (solid), SPS (dashed) and LHC

(dotted). It is shown that the absorption cross section

at LHC energies has stronger xF (or y)-dependence

than that at RHIC or SPS energies.

In order to compare with the experimental data

from PHENIX [20], we introduce the nuclear modifi-

cation factor

RdAu =
dσψ,tot

dAu /dy

dσpp/dy
, (13)

where
dσψ,tot

dAu

dy
=

∫
d2~bd2~bB

dσψ,tot
dA

dyd2~bd2~bB

.

The J/ψ ratios of dAu/pp at 200 GeV versus

rapidity with the EKS98 shadowing are presented

in Fig. 2. The solid curve is observed by the in-

homogeneous shadowing effect without nuclear ab-

sorption. The dashed and dotted curves correspond

to σabs = σRHIC
0abs and σRHIC

0abs

(

√
sJ/ψN√
s0J/ψN

)δ

(xF (or y)-

dependence of absorption effect) together with the

inhomogeneous shadowing effect, respectively. Fig. 3

shows the RdAu(b) ratios for the same rapidity values

as a function of the number of binary NN collisions

Ncoll(b) = σin

∫
d2~bBTB(bB)TA(|~b +~bB|), and the ratio

RdAu(b) is defined as

RdAu(b) =
1

Ncoll(b)

∫
dyd2~bB

dσdAu

dyd2~bd2~bB∫
dy

dσpp

dy

. (14)

Fig. 2. The minimum bias RdAu versus rapidity

with the EKS98 shadowing parametrization at

RHIC energies. The curves are σabs= 0 (solid),

σRHIC
0abs (dashed) and σRHIC

0abs

( √
sJ/ψN

√
s0J/ψN

)δ

(dot-

ted). The experimental data are taken from

PHENIX [20].

Fig. 3. The RdAu(b) ratios with the EKS98 shadowing parametrization versus Ncoll for different rapidity

ranges: −2.2 < y <−1.2 (a) and 1.2 < y < 2.2 (b). The figure comments are the same as Fig. 2.
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The integral rapidity ranges are −2.2 < y < −1.2

(a) and 1.2 < y < 2.2 (b) with the same figure cap-

tions as Fig. 2. It is shown that the theoretical results

with xF (or y)-dependence of absorption effect (dot-

ted curve) are in better agreement with the experi-

mental data than those simply taking the absorption

cross-section as σRHIC

0abs
(dashed curve) in both Fig. 2

and Fig. 3.

In order to predict the new experimental results

at the LHC, the theoretical results of the ratio for

dPb/pp at 6.2 TeV with EKS98 shadowing are shown

in Fig. 4(a) (y = −3.5) and Fig. 4(b) (y = 3.5).

The solid and dashed curves correspond to the re-

sults for σabs = σLHC
0abs and σLHC

0abs

( √
sJ/ψN

√
s0J/ψN

)δ

(xF (or

y)-dependence of absorption effect) together with the

inhomogeneous shadowing effect, respectively. Be-

cause the absorption cross section at LHC energies

has stronger xF (or y)-dependence than that at RHIC

energies, the xF (or y)-dependence of absorption ef-

fect at LHC energies is more obvious than that at

RHIC, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. The RdPb(b) ratios with the EKS98 shadowing parametrization versus Ncoll at LHC energies with

y =−3.5 (a) and y = 3.5 (b). The curves are σabs = σLHC
0abs (solid) and σLHC

0abs

( √
sJ/ψN

√
s0J/ψN

)δ

(dashed).

Finally, we present the baseline calculations of

CNM effects on J/ψ production in nucleus-nucleus

(A-A) collisions at RHIC and LHC energies. The

AA/pp ratios with the EKS98 shadowing as a func-

tion of y at RHIC (a) and LHC (b) energies are

shown in Fig. 5. The figure captions are the same

as in Fig. 2. It is shown that the results when con-

sidering the xF (or y)-dependence of absorption ef-

fect (dotted curve) are almost the same as the results

without considering this effect (dashed curve) in both

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b). Since RAA(y) can be seen

as RdA(−y)×RdA(+y), the AA/pp ratios versus y

have an approximate symmetry about y = 0 [21] and

the xF (or y)-dependence of absorption effect can be

neglected at both RHIC and LHC energies on J/ψ

production in A-A collisions as shown in Fig. 5.

In summary, the xF (or y)-dependence of absorp-

tion is studied at the RHIC and LHC energies. At

RHIC and LHC energies, the xF (or y)-dependence

of nuclear absorption effect is verified to be impor-

tant, and the theoretical results will be examined by

the forthcoming experimental data from LHC. The

value of δ1), which is not given exactly, should also

be determined by the forthcoming experimental data.

1)The value of δ is taken as 0.16 in Ref. [11], 0.4 in Ref. [12] and 0.125 in Ref. [13].
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Fig. 5. Left-hand side: The ratios of AuAu/pp with EKS98 shadowing at RHIC energies versus rapidity for

σabs = 0 (solid), σLHC
0abs (dashed) and σLHC

0abs

( √
sJ/ψN

√
s0J/ψN

)δ

(dotted). Right-hand side: The ratio of PbPb/pp at

LHC energies; the figure comments are the same as the left one.
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